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Race Ramps Introduces New Products at SEMA360 
Made in the USA manufacturer designs three products for general servicers, builders,  

and restylers. 
 

ESCANABA, MI – Nov. 1, 2020 – Race Ramps, manufacturer of lightweight ramps and 
accessories for working on low-clearance vehicles, introduces three new products at SEMA360. 
Made in the USA, Race Ramps’ products are manufactured with their exclusive patented 
process that provides safety and durability when working with or on vehicles. Designed for 
custom builders, restoration, general auto maintenance and the graphics/restyling segments, 
Race Ramps’ new products are the lighter and safer solution that provides increased 
accessibility to under and around vehicles. All new products will be available starting Nov. 1, 
2020. 
 
 
Portable Pro Lift Drive-Up Ramps 
SKU: RR-PPL 
MSRP: $1,299/set 
 
A new innovative design that is based on Race Ramps’ Restyler Ramps and Portable Pit Stop 
Ramps, the Portable Pro Lift Ramps are a convenient drive-up ramp system that provides a 
gentle six-degree angle of approach with an eight-inch full vehicle lift. The multi-piece set-up 
allows for easy portability and maneuverability whether in the shop, garage, or transported to 
work on vehicles trackside. 
 
The Portable Pro Lift Ramps can accommodate vehicle’s up to 6,000 lbs. and is suitable for tires 
up to 12-inches wide.  The ramps are constructed with Race Ramps’ 100% solid core technology 
and is coated with a durable non-skid, non-slip coating. 
 
Download Portable Pro Lift Ramps Media Assets  

 
 
10” High Crib Cruisers 
SKU: RR-CC-10 
MSRP: $235/set of 4 
 
The 10” High Crib Cruisers are an innovative design that takes the popular standard Wheel Crib 
concept and enhanced with a contoured bottom half that is conducive for use with hydraulic 
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wheel dollies.  When in-progress project vehicles need to be moved around a shop or garage, 
the Crib Cruisers provide the flexibility in keeping a vehicle lifted while working in conjunction 
with a wheel dolly in being transported from one location to another.  Hydraulic wheel dollies 
can gently “scoop up” the Crib Cruiser for stable travel. The Crib Cruisers accommodate 1,500 
lbs per crib, for a total of a 6,000 lb. overall vehicle weight capacity.  The Crib Cruisers are for 
use with tires up to 12 inches wide and 24-30” in diameter.  
 
Download Crib Cruiser Media Assets 
 
 
14” High 2-Pc Supercar Wheel Cribs 
SKU: RR-WC-14-SC-2 
MSRP: $250/set of 2 
 
Wheel Cribs provide a safer approach to working around and underneath vehicles. Currently 
offered Wheel Cribs range from 8-12 inches in height. To provide more lift with stability, the 
adjustable 14” High 2-Pc Supercar Wheel Crib accomplishes both goals.  
 
The two-piece version allows for the option to use just half of the Wheel Crib, or for vehicles 
with stiff suspension, the process in getting the vehicle on the 14” tall crib will be assisted when 
completed in an incremental two-part process. 
 
The extra-wide 16-inch base provides stability given the 14 inches of lift. Vehicles with extra-
wide tires will be more secure with the larger product footprint. The Wheel Cribs accommodate 
1,500 lbs per wheel for a total overall vehicle weight capacity of 6,000 lbs.  
 
Download 14” Wheel Crib Media Assets 
 
 
 
About Race Ramps: 
 
Located in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, Race Ramps is a Made in the USA brand with 
American-manufactured raw products. A consistent product award winner that includes 20 
Global Media Awards at the SEMA Show alone, Race Ramps are sold through top retailers and 
wholesale distributors worldwide. Through providing an exemplary product paired with 
superlative customer service, Race Ramps continues to be the top choice among automotive 
enthusiasts and motorsports teams throughout the world.  For more information, visit 
raceramps.com or call 800-213-5883. 
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